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The proper formation of synapses—specialized unitary structures formed between two neurons—is critical to mediating information
flow in the brain. Synaptic cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) are thought to participate in the initiation of the synapse formation process.
However, in vivo functional analysis demonstrates that most well known synaptic CAMs regulate synaptic maturation and plasticity
rather than synapse formation, suggesting that either CAMs work synergistically in the process of forming synapses or more CAMs
remain to be found. By screening for unknown CAMs using a co-culture system, we revealed that protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor
type O (PTPRO) is a potent CAM that induces the formation of artificial synapse clusters in co-cultures of human embryonic kidney 293
cells and hippocampal neurons cultured from newborn mice regardless of gender. PTPRO was enriched in the mouse brain and localized
to postsynaptic sites at excitatory synapses. The overexpression of PTPRO in cultured hippocampal neurons increased the number of
synapses and the frequency of miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs). The knock-down (KD) of PTPRO expression in cultured neurons by short
hairpin RNA (shRNA) reduced the number of synapses and the frequencies of the mEPSCs. The effects of shRNA KD were rescued by
expressing either full-length PTPRO or a truncated PTPRO lacking the cytoplasmic domain. Consistent with these results, the N-terminal
extracellular domain of PTPRO was required for its synaptogenic activity in the co-culture assay. Our data show that PTPRO is a synaptic
CAM that serves as a potent initiator of the formation of excitatory synapses.
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Introduction
A synapse is an elementary structure that allows a neuron to

communicate with other neurons (or target cells) through the

release of neurotransmitters. The proper formation of a synapse
is essential to the construction of neural circuits and cognitive
functions and alterations in this process lead to many neurolog-
ical disorders such as autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) and
mental retardation (McAllister, 2007; Südhof, 2008; Zhang et al.,
2009; Boda et al., 2010). Major efforts have been made to defineReceived March 22, 2017; revised July 26, 2017; accepted Aug. 22, 2017.
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Significance Statement

The formation of synapses is critical for the brain to execute its function and synaptic cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) play
essential roles in initiating the formation of synapses. By screening for unknown CAMs using a co-culture system, we revealed that
protein tyrosine phosphatase receptor type O (PTPRO) is a potent CAM that induces the formation of artificial synapse clusters.
Using loss-of-function and gain-of-function approaches, we show that PTPRO promotes the formation of excitatory synapses. The
N-terminal extracellular domain of PTPRO was required for its synaptogenic activity in cultured hippocampal neurons and the
co-culture assay. Together, our data show that PTPRO is a synaptic CAM that serves as a potent initiator of synapse formation.
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the molecular composition of synapses (Südhof, 2004; Südhof
and Malenka, 2008; Harris and Weinberg, 2012; Pereda, Alberto,
2014; Sando et al., 2017) and now our understanding of how
synapses function in presynaptic terminals and postsynaptic
spines has greatly expanded. However, much less is known about
the molecular machinery that determines the targeted initiation
of synapse formation, partly due to the enormous variety of syn-
apses in the brain. Synaptic cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) were
originally assumed to enable mechanical cell– cell recognition
and play an important role in initiating the formation of synapses
through trans-synaptic interactions (Sanes and Yamagata, 2009;
Missler et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2014). Moreover, CAMs are re-
sponsible for assembling neurotransmitter receptors and the cy-
toskeleton (Biederer and Südhof, 2001; Missler et al., 2003; Zhang
et al., 2010). For instance, deletion of presynaptic neurexins im-
pairs the function of the postsynaptic NMDA or AMPA receptor
in an isoform-specific manner (Kattenstroth et al., 2004; Aoto et
al., 2013). Furthermore, presynaptic neurexins and postsynaptic
neuroligins (NLs) form tight trans-synaptic interactions con-
trolled by various splicing sites on both of these proteins (Ullrich
et al., 1995), providing an intriguing hypothesis for the synaptic
specificity that requires further investigation. SynCAMs are also
considered likely candidates for initiating the formation of syn-
apses because they bind to themselves in a trans-synaptic and
calcium-independent manner (Biederer et al., 2002; Robbins et
al., 2010). This calcium independence appears to be important
because the removal of calcium does not prevent the formation of
immature synapses or morphologically disrupt existing synapses
in cultured neurons (Pfenninger, 1971; Cotman and Taylor,
1972).

However, evidence from analyses of most known CAM-knock-out
(KO) mice indicates that these CAMs mediate synapse matura-
tion and synaptic plasticity rather than the initiation of synapse
formation. For example, knocking out neurexins 1, 2, and 3 im-
pairs Ca 2�-triggered neurotransmitter release, but has little ef-
fect on the number of synapses formed (Missler et al., 2003).
Similarly, the deletion of NL1 reduces the NMDA/AMPA recep-
tor ratio in hippocampal CA3-CA1 synapses (Chubykin et al.,
2007). Although NL1/2/3 triple-KO mice exhibit a postnatal
lethal phenotype and impaired synaptic transmission at the
GABAergic/glycinergic and glutamatergic synapses, the number
of synapses is normal in the brain of NL1/2/3 triple-KO mice,
suggesting that NLs are not essential for initiating synapse forma-
tion (Varoqueaux et al., 2006). Moreover, SynCAM1-KO mice
exhibit a modest (10 � 3%) decrease in the number of excitatory
synapses, but not inhibitory synapses, in the hippocampal CA1
stratum radiatum (Robbins et al., 2010). Furthermore, the num-
ber of presynaptic and postsynaptic terminals is normal in the
hippocampal CA1 and dentate gyrus areas in EphB2-KO mice
(Henderson et al., 2001), leucine-rich transmembrane 1 (LRRTM1)-
KO mice (Linhoff et al., 2009), and N-cadherin cKO mice
(Bozdagi et al., 2010). Though many known CAMs regulate the
strength of the synaptic transmission, neuronal activity does not
seem to be required for the formation of synapses (Verhage et al.,
2000; Sando et al., 2017). Therefore, the complete molecule ma-
chinery for synapse formation remains elusive.

In this study, we performed an unbiased screen using an arti-
ficial synapse formation (ASF) assay that uses co-cultured non-
neuronal cells and neurons together to identify the activity of
synaptogenesis. The ASF assay has been shown to be a powerful
system for screening CAMs and several families of known CAMs
have tested positive in ASF assays, including neurexins and NLs,
SynCAMs (Biederer et al., 2002; Robbins et al., 2010), ephrinBs

and EphBs (Kayser et al., 2006, 2008; Aoto et al., 2007), NGLs/
LRRC4s (Wang et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2006; Woo et al., 2009;
DeNardo et al., 2012), and LRRTMs (Ko et al., 2009, 2011; Lin-
hoff et al., 2009; Ko, 2012). By screening an unbiased cDNA
collection containing 286 full-length open reading frames (ORFs)
with sizes exceeding 3 kb in the present study, we identified
PTPRO as a potent mediator of synapse formation. Interestingly,
three intronic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the
gene encoding PTPRO (also called glomerular epithelial protein
1, or GLEPP1) were reported recently to be strongly correlated to
learning and memory function in patients with schizophrenia
and bipolar disorder (LeBlanc et al., 2012; Hendriks and Pulido,
2013). We revealed that the synaptogenic function of PTPRO is
dependent on its extracellular region. Further analysis of PTPRO
function using immunocytochemistry and electrophysiology in
cultured hippocampal neurons suggested that PTPRO promotes
synapse formation and increases synaptic strength in neurons.

Materials and Methods
ATTL/ATTR site (LR). ORFs with sizes exceeding 3 kb in the hORFeome
V8.1 library were selected. Gateway@ LR cloning reactions were per-
formed according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). Briefly, the entry clone (75 ng/�l and 75 ng per reaction)
insert was cloned in the pcDNA3.2-v5-DEST (75 ng/�l and 75 ng per
reaction) expression vector using LR reactions at pH 8.0 TE buffer
(10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA; 2 �l/reaction). LR Clonase en-
zyme mix (0.5 �l/reaction) was added to each reaction and the reactions
were incubated at 25°C for 2 h. Proteinase K solution (0.25 �l/reaction)
was added to each reaction and the reactions were incubated for 10 min
at 37°C to digest the LR Clonase. pENTR-gus (50 ng/�l) was used as a
positive control. Four microliters of each LR reaction were transformed
using 50 �l of competent Escherichia coli cells using the heat-shock
method, and the E. coli were then plated on ampicillin plates. The clones
were screened by digesting the colony DNA with the BglII restriction
enzyme and the selected colonies were sent to a sequencing facility at
Peking University for verification. The screening library was composed
of all full-length ORFs with sizes exceeding 3 kb from the 2 public
genome-wide cDNA libraries: the hORFeome V8.1 library and the
hORFeome V8.1 lenti collection.

Experimental constructs. The coding sequence of V5 (GKPIPNPLLGLDST)-
tagged PTPRO was PCR amplified from the original plasmid (pcDNA3.2
PTPRO-v5-DEST) and subcloned into the NheI and BamHI site of a
pFUGW expression vector (Jiang et al., 2015) with PCR. Isoform 2 of
PTPRO was cloned into the NheI and XhoI site of PCAG using overlap-
ping PCR. Isoforms 1, 3, and 4 of PTPRO were cloned into the NheI and
XhoI site of the PCAG vector using PCR. PTPRO CTD encoded the extra-
cellular sequences, the transmembrane region, and a short cytoplasmic
tail. PTPRO NTD coded for the signal peptide, the transmembrane region,
and the full cytoplasmic tail. Mutations in PTPRO were made in the NheI
and XhoI site of the PCAG vector using PCR. PCR was performed with
the following protocol on a MyCycler Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad): 98°C
for 90 s, 98°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, 72°C for 2 min (30 cycles), 72°C for
5 min, and a final hold at 4°C. Primers are described in Table 1.

Human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T cell culture and transfection.
HEK 293T cells were grown at 37°C supplied with 5% CO2 in an incuba-
tor with a humidified atmosphere (Jiang et al., 2015). The cells were
grown in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum. The cells were
washed once using PBS and digested with 0.05% TE buffer (Invitrogen)
at 37°C for routine passage of the cells. All of the HEK 293T cell trans-
fections were performed using the polyethylenimine (PEI) method. The
PEI (1 mg/ml in ddH2O):DNA ratio was 3:1. The PEI/DNA mixture was
incubated for 30 min at room temperature before the mixture was added
to the HEK 293T cell cultures dropwise. For screening, 1.5 �g of each
plasmid was transfected in 1 well of a 24-well plate together with 0.5 �g
of pFUGW-GFP. For the isoforms of and mutations in PTPRO, 3 �g of
plasmid was transfected in 1 well of a 6-well plate together with 1 �g of
pFUGW-GFP.
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Isolation of proteins from HEK 293T cells. The transfected HEK 293T
cells were harvested 2 d after transfection. The HEK 293T cells were
washed with PBS once, kept at �80°C overnight, and thawed at 37°C for
1 min. Then, the cells were collected and centrifuged at 12,000 � g for 1
min at 4°C to obtain the cell pellet. The cell pellets were incubated at 4°C
for 60 min in buffer A (20 mM HEPES-NaOH, pH 7.4, containing 1%
Triton, 0.1 mM EDTA, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, and 100 mM NaCl with
protease inhibitors, including 1 mM PMSF, 1 �g/ml pepstatin, 1 �g/ml
leupeptin, and 2 �g/ml aprotinin). The supernatant containing the
membrane fraction was collected for further analysis by removing the
insoluble tissues with centrifugation at 12,000 � g for 30 min.

Fraction preparations and Western blotting. Presynaptic and postsyn-
aptic fractions were prepared as described previously (Yang et al., 2015).
Briefly, brains were homogenized in HEPES-buffered sucrose solution
(0.32 M sucrose, 4 mM HEPES, pH 7.4) and centrifuged at 1000 � g for
10 min at 4°C. The supernatant was centrifuged at 10,000 � g for 15 min.
The crude synaptosomal pellet was then lysed in 4 mM HEPES, pH 7.4,
and rotated for 30 min at 4°C after washing once with the HEPES-
buffered sucrose solution. The lysate was centrifuged at 20,000 rpm
(rotor: TLS 55) for 20 min to yield the pellet (the lysed synatosomal
membrane fraction). The pellet was resuspended in buffer B (50 mM

HEPES, pH 7.4, 2 mM EDTA, 0.5% Triton X-100, and proteinase inhib-
itors) and centrifuged at 22,000 rpm after being rotated for 15 min at 4°C.
The supernatant extracts were the presynaptic fractions and the pellets
were resuspended in buffer B as the postsynaptic fractions.

Protein extracts were denatured at 80°C for 10 min and separated on
NuPAGE (Life Technologies) precast 10% SDS-PAGE gels at 200 V for
�1 h. The proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose (NC) filters at 40 V
for 2.5 h. The NC membrane was initially blocked with 5% nonfat milk
and 2% goat serum (v/v) in Tris-buffered saline with 0.1% Tween 20
(TBS-T) at room temperature for 1 h. Monoclonal antibodies to �-actin
(CW0096A; Cwbiotech), PSD95 (BD Biosciences), synaptophysin (D-4;
Santa Cruz Biotechnology), the V5 tag (CW0094M; Cwbiotech), and
polyclonal antibodies to PTPRO (SC-66908; Santa Cruz Biotechnology)
and GAPDH (M20006; Abmart) were used for Western blot analyses as
primary antibodies at 4°C overnight. After 3 washes of 5 min each with
TBS-T, goat anti-rabbit or anti-mouse IgG was added at a dilution of
1:20,000 as the secondary antibody. The NC membrane was scanned with
an infrared imaging system (Odyssey; LI-COR).

Animals. C57BL/6J male wild-type mice at postnatal day 0 (P0)–P56
were used for this study. All animal studies were conducted at the
Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal
Care-approved Animal Facility in the Laboratory Animal Center, Peking
University. Experiments were undertaken in accordance with the Na-
tional Institutes of Health’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals (eighth edition). All experimental protocols were approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Peking University.
Mice were housed separately in a temperature- and humidity-
controlled room under a 12 h light/dark cycle with ad libitum access to
food and water. All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering and
to reduce the number of animals used.

Neuronal culture and artificial synapse formation. Cultured neurons
were obtained from C57BL/6J mouse hippocampal cells, as described
previously (Lee et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2017). Briefly, mouse hippocampal
cells were dissected from P0 wild-type mice, dissociated with 0.25% tryp-
sin (Invitrogen), digested for 12 min at 37°C, plated on poly-D-lysine-
coated glass coverslips (A 8 mm) at a density of 80,000 neurons per

coverslip (�Scope CellCounter Basic; C.E.T.), and maintained at 37°C in
5% CO2. ASF assays were performed using HEK 293T cells as described
previously (Zhang et al., 2009). Briefly, for the expression screen, HEK
293T cells were transfected in 24-well plates with 1.5 �g of plasmid from
each ORF sequence and 0.5 �g of pFUGW-GFP as a visual marker. After
24 h, the transfected HEK 293T cells were digested with 0.05% TE and
seeded on the hippocampal neuron cultures at 9 d in vitro (DIV). The
co-cultured mixture was maintained in an incubator for 36 – 48 h for
immunocytochemistry. The plasmids of the positive control, NL2 (a gift
from Dr. Thomas C. Südof, Stanford University) and NL3 (clone
HsCD00438909 in the hORFeome V8.1 lenti collection), were included
in every batch of ASF screening.

To quantify the synaptic activity of all molecules in ASF screening, a
custom program was used in high-content microscopy to analyze the
images. Briefly, the oval model (defined radius range: 5–30 �m) was first
used to find the transfected (GFP-positive) HEK 293T cells as the target.
Then, the fluorescence intensity of synapsin 1 was obtained to illustrate
all of the synapses. Third, the synapsin density in a ring that included a
2 �m radius inward and outward from the edge of the target HEK 293T cells
was counted to reflect the clustered synapse number (DensityZ1synapsin). Af-
ter that, the synapsin density in a 4-�m-radius ring 10 �m away from
the target HEK 293T cells was counted as the background synapse distri-
bution (DensityZ2synapsin). The co-culture index (CI) was calculated with
the function CI � (DensityZ1synapsin � DensityZ2synapsin)/DensityZ2synapsin).
The transfected HEK 293T cells with CI � 1 were counted as positive
cells.

Calcium phosphate transfection. Hippocampal neurons were trans-
fected using the calcium phosphate transfection method after 10 d of
incubation (DIV 10) and analyzed on DIV 14 –15, as described previ-
ously (Zhang et al., 2010). Briefly, for each coverslip on a 48-well plate,
0.6 �g of the total plasmid was mixed with 0.99 �l of the 2 M CaCl2
solution and dH2O to reach a final volume of 8 �l and the DNA/CaCl2
solution was added slowly to 8 �l of 2� HBS (per each 500 ml: 8 g of
NaCl, 0.213 g of Na2HPO4, and 6.5 g of HEPES, pH 7.00 –7.05). The
DNA/CaCl2/HBS solution was incubated at room temperature for
30 min and then added to the neuronal cell cultures and incubated for
30 min in an incubator. The cells were washed once with a medium
containing MgCl2 and maintained in an incubator for 3–5 d before elec-
trophysiological recordings or immunocytochemistry.

Development and validation of PTPRO shRNAs. The shRNA plasmid
(target sequence: 5�-GCT AAG AAT GTA GTT CCT AT-3�) targeting the
intracellular domain of mouse PTPRO (PTPRO KD) was selected from
the Sigma-Aldrich MISSION shRNA Library. The knock-down (KD)
effects of the PTPRO shRNAs were validated in cultured hippocampal
neurons with quantitative immunostaining and RT-PCR.

RNA isolation and quantitative RT-PCR. The samples were homoge-
nized in a glass–Teflon homogenizer according to the protocol supplied
with the TRIzol Reagent (Life Technologies). The concentration of RNA
was measured with spectrophotometry. The reaction volume consisted
of 2 �g of total RNA, 5� buffer (Takara), Rt enzyme mix (Takara), oligo
(dT) (Takara), Random6 primer (Takara), and RNase-free H2O (to a
final volume of 20 �l). The amplification program was as follows: 37°C
for 15 min, 85°C for 5 s, and a final hold at 4°C. Quantitative PCR was
performed in an MX 3000PTM (Agilent Technologies) RT-PCR system
with 2� SYBR Green qPCR Mix (Aidlab PC3302) using the designed
primers. Relative expression levels were calculated using the 2 �		CT

method. To quantify the KD efficiency, the cultured neurons were in-

Table 1. Summary of constructs and oligos used in this study

Name Forward oligo Reverse oligo

Fugw-PTPRO-V5 gcCCATTGTGTCTGTGGTGTCGCTGACCTGCCAGA GCGGATCCCTCATTACTAACCGGTACG
PCAG-PTPRO isoform 1 CTAGCTAGCGCCACCATGGGGCACCTG CCGCTCGAGCTACAAGGACTTGCTAACATTCTCGT
PCAG-PTPRO isoform 2 CTAGCTAGCGCCACCATGGGGCACCTG CCGCTCGAGCTACAAGGACTTGCTAACATTCTCGT
PCAG-PTPRO isoform 3 CTAGCTAGCGCCACCATGGTTACAGAGATGAATCCCAAT CCGCTCGAGCTACAAGGACTTGCTAACATTCTCGT
PCAG-PTPRO isoform 4 CTAGCTAGCGCCACCATGGTTACAGAGATGAATCCCAAT CCGCTCGAGCTACAAGGACTTGCTAACATTCTCGT
PCAG-PTPRO CTD CTAGCTAGCGCCACCATGGGGCACCTG CCGCTCGAGCTATTTATAGTCAGAGTCTTTGGCCATAT
PCAG-PTPRO NTD CTAGCTAGCGCCACCATGGGGCACCTG CCGCTCGAGCTACAAGGACTTGCTAACATTCTCGT
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fected with a virus that expressed shRNA against PTPRO at DIV 4; the
mRNA was collected at DIV 14 and quantified using the RT-PCR method
described above.

Immunocytochemistry and culture imaging. For screening, the co-
cultures were fixed for 12 min with 4% paraformaldehyde and 4% su-
crose in PBS, pH 7.4, followed by permeabilization with 0.2% Triton
X-100 (v/v) in PBS. An initial blocking step was performed with PBS-
MILK/NGS (PBS containing 5% milk and 3% normal goat serum) for 30
min at room temperature. Co-cultures for overexpression or KD were
incubated overnight with anti-synapsin 1 (1:20,000; Synaptic Systems),
anti-vGLUT1 (1:2000; Sigma-Aldrich), anti-GAD-65 (1:5000; Sigma-
Aldrich), anti-vGAT (1:500; Synaptic Systems), or anti-PTPRO (1:50;
Santa Cruz Biotechnology) antibodies diluted in PBS-MILK/NGS. After
washing with PBS, co-cultures or cultures for overexpression or KD were
incubated with an Alexa Fluor 546-conjugated goat anti-rabbit (1:500;
Invitrogen) or Fluor 546-conjugated goat anti-mouse (1:500; Invitro-
gen) antibody to detect synapsin 1, vGLUT1, GAD-65, vGAT, or PTPRO.
After washing in PBS, the samples were mounted with a mounting me-
dium (Southern Biotech).

For the co-cultures, images were acquired with a high-content micro-
scope (Molecular Devices) with a 40� objective lens. For co-localization,
images were acquired with a confocal microscope (Olympus FV1000)
and a superresolution microscope (Leica TCS SP8 STED). The co-
localization ratio was measured based on the overlap of PTPRO/VGlut1
or PTPRO/GAD65. For overexpression or KD, transfected neurons were
chosen randomly and images were acquired using a confocal microscope
with a 60� objective lens; all image settings were maintained for all
samples. Z-stacked confocal images were converted to maximum projec-
tions and analyzed with respect to the size and density of the presynaptic
terminals using ImageJ software. To quantify the KD efficiency using
immunostaining, the fluorescent intensity of the transfected neurons was
normalized with the neighboring untransfected neurons. The laser inten-
sity for each batch of cultures was set up carefully so that there was no
saturation in the fluorescent intensity to avoid the ceiling effect. All im-
aging experiments and image processing were performed with the oper-
ators blinded.

Electrophysiological recordings. Electrophysiological recordings were
performed as described previously (Maximov et al., 2007; Wei et al.,
2016). Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings were obtained from hip-
pocampal neurons with a MultiClamp 700A amplifier (Molecular De-
vices). Patch pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass capillary tubes
(World Precision Instruments) using a pipette puller. The resistance of
the pipettes filled with the intracellular solution varied between 3 and
5 M
. The bath solution contained the following (in mM): 150 NaCl,
4 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, 10 HEPES, and 10 glucose, pH 7.4, adjusted with
NaOH. The pipette solution contained the following (in mM): 145 KCl,
5 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 5 EGTA, 0.3 Na2GTP, and 4 MgATP, pH 7.2, adjusted
with KOH. In all recordings, pyramidal neurons were voltage clamped at
�60 mV. The data were digitized at 10 kHz with a 2 kHz low-pass filter.
The miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs) were monitored in the presence of 1 �M

tetrodotoxin (TTX) and 100 �M picrotoxin (PTX). The miniature IPSCs
(mIPSCs) were recorded in the presence of 1 �M TTX and 10 �M CNQX.
Series resistance was compensated to 60 –70% and recordings with series
resistances of �20 M
 were rejected. The data were analyzed using
Clampfit 9.02 (Molecular Devices), Igor 4.0 (WaveMetrics), and Prism
5 (GraphPad) software. The frequency and amplitude of the mEPSCs and
the mIPSCs were measured using a built-in template-search method in
Clampfit software.

Results
Screening for synaptogenic molecules with a custom cDNA
library identified PTPRO as a candidate molecule
To search for more potential synaptogenic molecules, we per-
formed an unbiased screen using an ASF assay, which co-cultured
non-neuronal cells and neurons together to identify the activity
of synaptogenesis. Previous screening for synaptogenic mole-
cules using the ASF assay showed enrichment for small mole-
cules, which was partly due to the construction strategy used to

generate the cDNA library and partly due to the pooling strategy
used for screening in the cultured cells. The exogenous expres-
sion of proteins in non-neuronal cells, such as HEK 293T cells, is
known to be proportional to the size of the cDNA insert; there-
fore, although the pool method enables higher throughput anal-
ysis, it is less effective at screening large molecules. To overcome
this shortcoming, we screened an unbiased cDNA collection con-
taining 286 full-length ORFs with sizes exceeding 3 kb individually.

We constructed a ready-for-expression cDNA library using
LR cloning methods to transfer all 217 ORFs larger than 3 kb
from the hORFeome V8.1 library to the pcDNA3.2 v5-DEST
backbone. Furthermore, we selected 69 additional and nonover-
lapping cDNA plasmids from the hORFeome V8.1 lenti collec-
tion using the same criteria and combined these two collections
to screen for CAMs (Table 2). The average size of the cDNA
included in the combined library was 3.59 � 0.03 kb and the sizes
ranged from 3.0 to 7.7 kb (Fig. 1A,B). We expressed individual
cDNAs in HEK 293T cells for 24 h and then co-cultured the HEK
293T cells with hippocampal neurons at DIV 9 for an additional
48 h (Fig. 1C). Synapse staining with an antibody against synap-
sin 1 (a presynaptic marker) was performed and a custom pro-
gram (see Materials and Methods) was executed to identify
positive candidates semiautomatically based on the CI measure-
ment (Fig. 1D). NL2 (in the pCMV5 backbone) and NL3 (in the
pLX304 backbone) were included as positive controls in ASF
assay and an empty pCMV5 vector was used as the negative con-
trol. The screen revealed that the overexpression of PTPRO in the
HEK 293T cells recruited synapsin-positive puncta from co-
cultured neurons (Fig. 1E). Quantitative analysis showed that
the synaptogenic activity of PTPRO was comparable to that of
NL3 in the ASF assay (Fig. 1F), although the number of synapse-
clustered positive HEK 293T cells with overexpression of PTPRO
was lower than that of NL3.

Synaptogenic activity of PTPRO is specific to isoforms 1 and 2
Four PTPRO isoforms have been identified thus far (Beltran et
al., 2003) and we next investigated whether the synaptogenic abil-
ity of PTPRO is isoform specific. Our results demonstrate that
isoforms 1 and 2 specifically induced synapse formation, whereas
isoforms 3 and 4 could not cluster synapses (Fig. 2A,B). Because
the domain structures of isoforms 1 and 2 of PTPRO are almost
identical, we focused on isoform 1 in the following study. Because
isoforms 3 and 4 encode short forms of PTPRO in which most of
the extracellular domain is missing, we hypothesized that this
domain is required for synapse formation. To test this idea, we
generated N-terminal and C-terminal deletion constructs of hu-
man PTPRO isoform 1 (hPTPRO NTD and hPTPRO CTD; Fig. 2A)
and tested their effects in the ASF assay. We found that the extra-
cellular domain of PTPRO is sufficient to induce the aggregation
of synapsin-positive puncta and the intracellular phosphatase
domain is dispensable (Fig. 2B,D). Next, to test whether the syn-
aptogenic activity of PTPRO is specific to a particular type of
synapse, we examined synapse specificity by immunostaining
with antibodies against vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (vGLUT1;
an excitatory presynaptic marker) and glutamic acid decarboxyl-
ase 65 (GAD-65; an inhibitory presynaptic marker). The results
showed that PTPRO recruited vGLUT1- and GAD-65-positive
puncta in the co-culture system (Fig. 2C,E), suggesting that
PTPRO has a general role in initiating synapse formation in the
ASF assay.
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Table 2. Summary of the ORFs >3 kb from the hORFeome V8.1 library and the
hORFeome V8.1 lenti collection

hORFeome v8.1 library

ORF_ID: ORF_SIZE: GENE_ID: Gene_symbol

81020@A01 5060 3006 9810 RNF40
81131@D06 72141 3036 80031 SEMA6D
81090@E01 10067 3048 11234 HPS5
81020@D09 10026 3072 9754 STARD8
81020@G01 2449 3084 23550 PSD4
81131@E07 72121 3111 153090 DAB2IP
81020@F02 2357 3006 23228 PLCL2
81132@D04 56205 3072 54972 TMEM132A
81043@A09 10725 3084 64799 IQCH
81020@G03 56198 3114 199713 NLRP7
81020@G02 2537 3006 10919 EHMT2
81020@C01 4969 3039 7318 UBA7
81020@D03 55889 3060 3416 IDE
81128@E01 11831 3075 23133 PHF8
81020@F07 14246 3087 4641 MYO1C
81020@H03 56215 3114 3092 HIP1
81131@F06 72024 3039 51230 PHF20
81020@E03 55892 3060 57835 SLC4A5
81131@B07 71235 3075 114791 TUBGCP5
81043@D09 10424 3189 55345 ZGRF1
81132@B04 70416 3009 79789 CLMN
81020@B09 6246 3042 478 ATP1A3
81020@H05 7471 3060 23367 LARP1
81131@C07 72028 3075 29953 TRHDE
81131@D07 72022 3090 84626 KRBA1
81020@A04 56263 3123 57575 PCDH10
81020@D07 14322 3030 133584 EGFLAM
81131@G06 11440 3042 57659 ZBTB4
81132@E04 70730 3075 51191 HERC5
81020@C12 53115 3093 4659 PPP1R12A
81020@F05 56914 3123 6900 CNTN2
81020@E07 14243 3030 3980 LIG3
81020@D12 52852 3045 10529 NEBL
81131@A07 12227 3063 3993 LLGL2
81020@E09 9701 3078 55226 NAT10
81020@H07 53155 3096 10198 MPHOSPH9
81131@F07 11038 3123 9937 DCLRE1A
81020@A09 1182 3033 55753 OGDHL
81020@C09 9398 3048 23360 FNBP4
81131@H06 71949 3063 2731 GLDC
81020@F03 55895 3078 64135 IFIH1
81020@F09 10125 3102 9871 SEC24D
81112@D05 14495 3168 29761 USP25
81128@H01 13706 4734 26509 MYOF
81131@B10 71900 3627 10752 CHL1
81131@D10 72134 3786 23242 COBL
81131@F10 72023 3804 9895 TECPR2
81131@H08 71305 3357 23196 FAM120A
81112@E04 10827 3561 23287 AGTPBP1
81131@A08 71113 3201 49854 ZBTB21
81131@B11 72146 4011 23162 MAPK8IP3
81131@D11 71032 4026 387680 FAM21A
81131@F11 72039 4302 10076 PTPRU
81131@H09 1428 3600 9654 TTLL4
81112@F04 10880 3666 170692 ADAMTS18
81131@A09 12393 3453 5523 PPP2R3A
81131@C08 54625 3240 23506 GLTSCR1L
81131@E08 71200 3318 55729 ATF7IP
81131@G07 71068 3129 23517 SKIV2L2
81131@H10 72173 3858 4646 MYO6
81112@G04 11939 3729 3667 IRS1
81131@A10 72217 3612 57530 CGN
81131@C09 72036 3519 7058 THBS2
81131@E09 72048 3546 10207 PATJ
81131@G08 54264 3351 79820 CATSPERB
81131@H11 10256 4425 2 A2M

(Table continues)

Table 2. Continued

hORFeome v8.1 library

ORF_ID: ORF_SIZE: GENE_ID: Gene_symbol

81127@A11 13519 3495 29109 FHOD1
81131@A11 71706 3909 84952 CGNL1
81131@C10 70975 3675 55717 WDR11
81131@E10 72159 3801 23158 TBC1D9
81131@G09 11113 3564 51294 PCDH12
81127@G01 71355 1869 57613 FAM234B
81131@A12 72165 5010 50618 ITSN2
81131@C11 72170 4017 5198 PFAS
81131@E11 10392 4143 1362 CPD
81131@G10 71055 3828 63967 CLSPN
81132@A05 70819 3321 23022 PALLD
81128@F01 10155 3390 3717 JAK2
81131@B08 14564 3213 26018 LRIG1
81131@D08 72191 3300 55035 NOL8
81131@F08 71313 3318 26953 RANBP6
81131@G11 9982 4389 9742 IFT140
81132@A06 70236 3624 79937 CNTNAP3
81128@G01 14896 4599 178 AGL
81131@B09 72211 3462 84441 MAML2
81131@D09 72057 3531 51520 LARS
81131@F09 71834 3564 5784 PTPN14
81131@H07 72222 3198 57585 CRAMP1
81132@A07 10432 4059 23189 KANK1
81020@H04 56238 3516 9889 ZBED4
81021@B01 53920 3846 2903 GRIN2A
81021@F01 55164 4293 1612 DAPK1
81043@C09 10319 3150 26091 HERC4
81067@B10 14236 3225 5337 PLD1
81090@G01 8467 3546 5923 RASGRF1
81020@H06 3304 3696 10735 STAG2
81021@B02 56347 4896 128239 IQGAP3
81021@F02 56876 4077 30849 PIK3R4
81043@E03 3538 3228 4775 NFATC3
81067@C10 14413 3420 1639 DCTN1
81101@E01 2914 3393 6601 SMARCC2
81020@H08 55128 3750 83990 BRIP1
81021@B03 56354 4263 8202 NCOA3
81021@G01 55217 4308 11073 TOPBP1
81043@E09 10765 3258 80216 ALPK1
81067@D10 14242 3432 667 DST
81020@H09 10091 3150 51284 TLR7
81021@C01 53498 3855 23090 ZNF423
81021@G02 55703 4065 672 BRCA1
81043@F03 5380 3396 55764 IFT122
81067@E10 14264 3627 9666 DZIP3
81101@G02 11638 3153 84079 ANKRD27
81020@H10 4203 3219 5979 RET
81021@D01 55187 3999 6655 SOS2
81021@H01 55210 5130 1105 CHD1
81043@F09 10546 3492 9699 RIMS2
81067@F08 12443 3264 6829 SUPT5H
81101@G03 14398 3399 9659 PDE4DIP
81020@H11 53071 3201 9354 UBE4A
81021@D02 56879 4146 22878 TRAPPC8
81021@H02 56882 3960 57579 FAM135A
81043@G09 10737 3645 1659 DHX8
81067@F10 14256 3687 22915 MMRN1
81101@H01 8769 3429 259266 ASPM
81021@A01 56066 3807 5858 PZP
81021@E01 55150 4290 27030 MLH3
81043@A10 10282 3750 7174 TPP2
81067@A10 14235 3129 84640 USP38
81067@G08 12412 3294 3843 IPO5
81101@H02 11619 3444 6720 SREBF1
81021@A02 56884 4938 23318 ZCCHC11
81021@E02 55704 4116 55914 ERBIN
81043@B09 10760 3087 56916 SMARCAD1

(Table continues)
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Table 2. Continued

hORFeome v8.1 library

ORF_ID: ORF_SIZE: GENE_ID: Gene_symbol

81067@A11 14415 3816 22828 SCAF8
81090@F01 6198 3537 5091 PC
81101@H03 13970 3651 23236 PLCB1
81020@A02 4899 3129 8449 DHX16
81020@B04 55893 3213 5291 PIK3CB
81020@CO2 1601 3144 5921 RASA1
81020@D04 56329 3300 121256 TMEM132D
81020@E05 56931 3351 23272 FAM208A
81020@F10 9540 3192 22983 MAST1
81020@A05 53638 3540 3682 ITGAE
81020@B05 53929 3723 55160 ARHGEF10L
81020@C04 56249 3231 23426 GRIP1
81020@D08 53660 3348 134957 STXBP5
81020@E06 10044 3663 9669 EIF5B
81020@F11 4470 3306 47 ACLY
81020@A06 2462 3192 57674 RNF213
81020@B06 1543 3465 118987 PDZD8
81020@C05 56892 3660 26030 PLEKHG3
81020@D06 4767 3660 4796 TONSL
81020@E08 54110 3426 5139 PDE3A
81020@G04 54430 3435 109 ADCY3
81020@A07 2547 3744 26148 C10orf12
81020@B07 5025 3762 23191 CYFIP1
81020@C06 2474 3561 2073 ERCC5
81020@D08 53660 3348 134957 STXBP5
81020@E10 2397 3192 10013 HDAC6
81020@G06 3493 3684 9785 DHX38
81020@A08 53623 3147 7764 ZNF217
81020@B08 56866 3207 89910 UBE3B
81020@C07 5228 3798 5336 PLCG2
81020@D10 9930 3186 64072 CDH23
81020@E11 1767 3279 10208 USPL1
81020@G08 55213 3651 5800 PTPRO
81020@A10 7871 3153 701 BUB1B
81020@B10 1526 3186 10517 FBXW10
81020@C08 54245 3312 1730 DIAPH2
81020@D11 2395 3270 9675 TTI1
81020@F04 54832 3414 23431 AP4E1
81020@G09 9288 3138 479 ATP12A
81020@A11 8331 3228 25890 ABI3BP
81020@B11 5900 3258 6560 SLC12A4
81020@C10 9461 3186 91662 NLRP12
81020@E02 4778 3150 3678 ITGA5
81020@F06 2542 3669 23262 PPIP5K2
81020@G10 7715 3201 55112 WDR60
81020@A12 53119 3162 57167 SALL4
81020@B12 52724 3126 51311 TLR8
81020@C11 2044 3264 23039 XPO7
81020@E04 56064 3357 9101 USP8
81020@F08 54295 3486 27127 SMC1B
81020@G11 3898 3381 7917 BAG6
81132@A08 70210 5181 22852 ANKRD26
81132@C05 55906 3336 343450 KCNT2
81132@D08 70297 7701 84700 MYO18B
81132@F06 70209 3933 54825 CDHR2
81132@H06 70293 4050 219578 ZNF804B
81132@C06 70415 3708 4853 NOTCH2
81132@E01 70320 5574 9256 TSPOAP1
81132@F07 70171 4515 51735 RAPGEF6
81132@H07 70306 4872 23046 KIF21B
81132@B01 12011 4515 11188 NISCH
81132@C07 70446 4134 51199 NIN
81132@E05 70500 3135 5293 PIK3CD
81132@G04 53073 3276 108 ADCY2
81132@B05 70119 3321 9732 DOCK4
81132@C08 70287 5346 23094 SIPA1L3
81132@E06 70377 3849 9790 BMS1

(Table continues)

Table 2. Continued

hORFeome v8.1 library

ORF_ID: ORF_SIZE: GENE_ID: Gene_symbol

81132@G05 10634 3555 2199 FBLN2
81132@B06 70803 3678 10734 STAG3
81132@D01 72199 5355 7249 TSC2
81132@E07 70239 4338 286234 SPATA31E1
81132@G06 70219 3951 84132 USP42
81132@B07 70265 4062 115 ADCY9
81132@D05 70259 3354 23384 SPECC1L
81132@E08 72181 5769 23405 DICER1
81132@G07 70241 4584 8714 ABCC3
81132@B08 70671 3222 3655 ITGA6
81132@D06 70266 3714 5101 PCDH9
81132@F04 70264 3273 23368 PPP1R13B
81132@H04 70807 3276 55799 CACNA2D3
81132@C01 72144 5322 84624 FNDC1
81132@D07 10669 4173 5797 PTPRM
81132@F05 70249 3423 9662 CEP135
81132@H05 70697 3135 55130 ARMC4

hORFeome V8.1 Lenti collection

lenti_clone id ORF_ID: ORF_SIZE: GENE_ID: Gene_symbol

ccsbBroad304_14065 14293 3000 11196 SEC23IP
ccsbBroad304_14417 56286 5325 161497 STRC
N/A 6718 3009 4343 MOV10
ccsbBroad304_09184 2539 3012 84343 HPS3
ccsbBroad304_06534 53326 3075 4012 LNPEP
ccsbBroad304_13940 9532 3204 5933 RBL1
ccsbBroad304_04224 10859 3057 80789 INTS5
ccsbBroad304_05864 13723 3060 477 ATP1A2
ccsbBroad304_08776 8450 3072 58484 NLRC4
ccsbBroad304_06613 53115 3090 4659 PPP1R12A
ccsbBroad304_00972 11662 3120 4123 MAN2C1
ccsbBroad304_08275 52724 3123 51311 TLR8
ccsbBroad304_11273 4899 3123 8449 DHX16
ccsbBroad304_00884 4778 3147 3678 ITGA5
ccsbBroad304_14896 2586 3156 8467 SMARCA5
ccsbBroad304_09321 9461 3183 91662 NLRP12
ccsbBroad304_01784 1960 3213 7514 XPO1
ccsbBroad304_07957 8331 3225 25890 ABI3BP
ccsbBroad304_12577 10772 3420 79632 FAM184A
ccsbBroad304_02519 1972 3309 10749 KIF1C
ccsbBroad304_01048 9491 3294 4542 MYO1F
ccsbBroad304_10970 56210 3312 4293 MAP3K9
ccsbBroad304_06708 8409 3318 5159 PDGFRB
ccsbBroad304_06747 4775 3321 5424 POLD1
ccsbBroad304_06702 53366 3336 5140 PDE3B
ccsbBroad304_07852 9694 3651 23199 KIAA0182
ccsbBroad304_09069 14436 3564 81545 FBXO38
ccsbBroad304_06818 53116 3345 5794 PTPRH
ccsbBroad304_14081 53197 3270 23368 PPP1R13B
ccsbBroad304_07506 3877 3261 9898 UBAP2L
ccsbBroad304_14233 53218 3351 57562 KIAA1377
ccsbBroad304_02081 56064 3354 9101 USP8
ccsbBroad304_02734 53080 3354 23196 FAM120A
ccsbBroad304_07456 10749 3372 9645 MICAL2
ccsbBroad304_13965 53077 3372 6935 ZEB1
ccsbBroad304_07005 1880 3411 6764 ST5
ccsbBroad304_09625 56926 3459 146183 OTOA
ccsbBroad304_12439 13749 4521 63977 PRDM15
ccsbBroad304_11097 14176 3444 5981 RFC1
ccsbBroad304_12823 2565 5502 84464 SLX4
ccsbBroad304_06463 55903 3456 3684 ITGAM
ccsbBroad304_14392 1855 3447 144406 WDR66
ccsbBroad304_07208 2561 3474 8204 NRIP1
ccsbBroad304_13954 1643 3723 6522 SLC4A2
ccsbBroad304_02925 2547 3741 26148 C10orf12
ccsbBroad304_06851 11294 3741 5949 RBP3

(Table continues)
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Localization of endogenous PTPRO to synapses
PTPRO belongs to the family of type III receptor protein tyrosine
phosphatases (RPTPs). The other three members of this family
are vascular endothelial-protein tyrosine phosphatase (VE-PTP,
also known as PTPRB), density-enriched PTP-1 (DEP-1, also
known as PTPRJ), and stomach cancer-associated protein ty-
rosine phosphatase-1 (SAP-1, also known as PTPRH). Then, we
tested whether PTPRB or PTPRH (PTPRJ is not in our cDNA
library) has synaptogenic activity in the ASF assay. The results
showed that PTPRB or PTPRH could not induce detectable syn-
aptogenesis in the ASF assay (Fig. 3A). Next, to examine the tissue
distribution of PTPRO, we performed RT-PCR to detect the
mRNA levels of PTPRO in various tissues and to compare its
distribution with that of other RPTP family members. PTPRO
was found specifically in the brain and kidneys, whereas the other
three RPTP family members exhibited different tissue distribu-
tions (Fig. 3B).

In the brain, PTPRO was expressed ubiquitously in all regions
tested, including the brainstem, cortex, hippocampus, olfactory
bulb, and cerebellum (Fig. 3C). Furthermore, PTPRO was highly
expressed during the first week after birth and then expression
declined gradually toward adulthood (Fig. 3D). This is consistent
with the expression profiling of the human PTPRO protein plot-
ted from the public data from the Human Brain Transcriptome
database (http://hbatlas.org/; Fig. 3E).

Because many proteins in the RPTP family showed brain ex-
pression (Fig. 3B), brain enrichment offers PTPRO an opportu-
nity but is not sufficient to initiate the formation of synapses. To
further explore the mechanisms of PTPRO in synaptogenesis, we
next examined the synaptic localization of endogenous PTPRO
in cultured neurons with an antibody against the N-terminal
extracellular region of PTPRO. Fractionation experiments showed that
PTPRO was enriched in the PSD fraction compared with that of
the presynaptic faction (Fig. 3F). Next, we examined the synaptic
localization of PTPRO using immunofluorescence approaches
and identified PTPRO in the soma and the synapses. Using con-
focal microscopy, PTPRO was found to overlap mainly with pre-

synaptic markers for excitatory synapses (60.05 � 6.55%; Fig.
3G) and, to a much lesser extent, inhibitory synapses (9.54 �
1.68%). We performed double-labeling experiments for PTPRO
and PSD-95 (a postsynaptic marker for excitatory synapse) and
the results showed that PTPRO colocalized with PSD-95, con-
firming the postsynaptic localization of PTPRO in the excitatory
synapses (Fig. 3H).

Overexpression of PTPRO in neurons promotes
synapse formation
Because PTPRO demonstrated synaptogenic activity in the ASF
assay, we next assessed whether the overexpression of PTPRO
in neurons promotes the formation of neuronal synapses. To
accomplish this, we transfected hippocampal neurons with ex-
pression vectors encoding PTPRO and GFP at DIV 10. Using
immunocytochemistry, we quantified the number of synapses
formed on the transfected (GFP-positive) neurons with an anti-
body against synapsin 1. The overexpression of PTPRO in the
cultured hippocampal neurons significantly increased the syn-
apse density compared with the control, as indicated by the
increased number of synapsin-positive puncta along the trans-
fected dendrites (Fig. 4A,D). To determine whether this phe-
nomenon is restricted to a certain type of synapse, we quantified
the number of vGLUT1-positive and GAD-65-positive puncta
(Fig. 4B,C). The overexpression of PTPRO increased the density
of vGLUT1-positive and GAD65-positive puncta (though to a less
extent) compared with the control neurons (Fig. 4 E, F ). Over-
expression of PTPRO did not change the size the of synap-
sin-positive, vGLUT1-positive, and GAD-65-positive puncta.
Therefore, overexpression of PTPRO in the hippocampal neu-
rons increased the density of synapses, as assessed with morpho-
logical measures.

Next, to test whether the synapses induced by the overexpres-
sion of PTPRO are functional, we measured the mEPSCs and
mIPSCs in these neurons. The frequency of mEPSCs was signif-
icantly increased in the neurons that overexpressed PTPRO
compared with the control neurons transfected with a plasmid-
encoding GFP (Fig. 4G). The frequency of the mIPSCs remained
unchanged in the neurons that overexpressed PTPRO (Fig. 4H).
The amplitudes of the mEPSCs and mIPSCs, which presumably
reflected the number of postsynaptic receptors, were not changed
significantly. Therefore, overexpression of PTPRO in cultured
hippocampal neurons induces the formation of functional excit-
atory synapses.

KD of PTPRO in neurons impairs synapse formation
Because the overexpression of PTPRO resulted in synaptogenic
activity in the ASF assay and in cultured neurons, we next as-
sessed whether the loss of PTPRO in cultured hippocampal
neurons would affect the formation of neuronal synapses. We
transfected neurons with a plasmid expressing an shRNA target-
ing the intracellular domain of mouse PTPRO (PTPRO KD) and
then used human PTPRO as a rescue construct that was resistant
to the shRNA targeting mouse PTPRO (Fig. 5A). The KD effi-
ciency was validated with quantitative immunostaining and
RT-PCR. The expression of PTPRO KD in neurons suppressed the
endogenous protein by 62 � 5% and reduced mRNA by 80 � 7%
in the cultured hippocampal neurons (Fig. 5B). The total number
of synapses, quantified as the number of synapsin-positive puncta,
was reduced by 47.27 � 3.42% in the PTPRO KD neurons,
whereas the synapse size was not significantly affected (Fig. 5C).
The reduction in synapse density was fully rescued by the co-
expression of a plasmid encoding full-length hPTPRO, excluding

Table 2. Continued

hORFeome V8.1 Lenti collection

lenti_clone id ORF_ID: ORF_SIZE: GENE_ID: Gene_symbol

ccsbBroad304_07469 6127 3558 9698 PUM1
ccsbBroad304_00024 54430 3432 109 ADCY3
ccsbBroad304_14209 1715 3963 55818 KDM3A
ccsbBroad304_07248 1152 3606 8500 PPFIA1
ccsbBroad304_14026 8232 4617 9765 ZFYVE16
ccsbBroad304_08557 10357 3894 55626 AMBRA1
ccsbBroad304_07463 10044 3660 9669 EIF5B
ccsbBroad304_02743 2542 3729 23262 PPIP5K2
ccsbBroad304_11346 7283 4644 9202 ZMYM4
ccsbBroad304_02153 10108 4275 9372 ZFYVE9
ccsbBroad304_07454 2132 4173 9631 NUP155
ccsbBroad304_14076 56338 4827 23240 KIAA0922
ccsbBroad304_13814 53302 4506 394 ARHGAP5
ccsbBroad304_02250 56346 4572 9816 URB2
ccsbBroad304_07265 10374 4941 8567 MADD
ccsbBroad304_07511 55154 4944 9928 KIF14
ccsbBroad304_09025 55136 5100 80309 SPHKAP
ccsbBroad304_15058 56063 3861 50937 CDON
ccsbBroad304_07126 6043 3792 7407 VARS
ccsbBroad304_07998 55496 3792 26166 RGS22
ccsbBroad304_11682 12685 4401 23132 RAD54L2
ccsbBroad304_08389 10642 4107 54505 DHX29
ccsbBroad304_02556 11608 4098 10908 PNPLA6
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the possibility that the observed phenotypes were due to off-
target effects. We also determined the number of excitatory and
inhibitory synapses that formed on the PTPRO KD neurons. The
KD of PTPRO in the postsynaptic neurons reduced the num-
ber of vGLUT1-positive and GAD-65-positive puncta, con-
firming the role of PTPRO in promoting synapse formation
(Fig. 5 D, E).

Moreover, measurements of the synaptic neurotransmission
in PTPRO KD neurons revealed a significant reduction in the fre-
quencies of the mEPSCs and mIPSCs, whereas the amplitudes
remained unchanged (Fig. 5F,G). These results support the no-
tion that the inactivation of PTPRO in neurons impairs the for-
mation of synapses.

Because the extracellular domain of PTPRO is sufficient to
induce synapse formation in an ASF assay (Fig. 2), we tested
whether the extracellular domain is also sufficient to mediate
synaptogenic effects in neurons. Cultured mouse hippocampal
neurons transfected with hPTPRO CTD at DIV 10 showed almost
full restoration of the deficits in the synapse density (revealed by
antibodies against synapsin 1, vGLUT1, or GAD-65) observed in
the PTPRO KD neurons (Fig. 6A–C). The rescue effects of the
overexpressed hPTPRO CTD are comparable to those of full-
length hPTPRO, whereas the overexpression of hPTPRO NTD

failed to rescue these deficits. Measurements of the mEPSCs
and mIPSCs also demonstrated that hPTPRO CTD, but not
hPTPRO NTD, was sufficient to rescue the KD phenotype fully

Figure 1. Expression screening identifies PTPRO as a synaptogenic molecule. A, A total of 217 ORFs larger than 3 kb were selected from the hORFeome V8.1 gene library for expression screening.
B, Representative image of an immunoblot for the V5 tag from HEK 293T cell lysates expressing a test set of expression clones. C, Schematic drawing of the screening of expression in hippocampal
neurons co-cultured with HEK 293T cells expressing target DNA. D, Analysis criteria of the CI, an indication of the synaptic density. Two micrometers for the inner and outer radii of the ring were
chosen for all the data presented except in this panel. Each red dot represents an individual synapse. E1, E2, Representative images of co-cultured neurons with HEK 293T cells expressing control,
NL2 (positive control), NL3 (positive control), or PTPRO, stained for synapsin 1 and GFP. Scale bars: E1, 20 �m; E2, 5 �m. F, Summary graphs of the percentage of positive cells (top) and the CI of
positive cells (bottom) from the control, pFUGW-PTPRO-transfected, pLX304-NL3-transfected, or pCMV5-NL2-transfected HEK 293T cells co-cultured with hippocampal neurons (control: n � 0 cell
of 165 cells/3 cultures, PTPRO: n � 28 cells of 630 cells/3 cultures, NL3: n � 15 cells of 113 cells/3 cultures, and NL2: n � 32 cells of 41 cells/3 cultures). For all representative images, scale bars apply
to all panels in a set. All summary graphs show the mean � SEM; statistical comparisons were made with Student’s t test (***p � 0.001; n.s., not significant).
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(Fig. 6 D, E). Therefore, the extracellular domain of PTPRO is
responsible for the synaptogenic activity of PTPRO in primary
neurons.

Discussion
Here, we report synaptogenic activity for PTPRO in heterologous
cells and cultured neurons. This effect seems to be specific to PTPRO
because three other type III RPTPs did not induce artificial synapse
formation in an ASF assay. Consistent with previous reports (Mato-
zaki et al., 2010), we found that PTPRO was enriched in mouse

brains, where it localized to postsynaptic sites. The overexpression of
PTPRO in cultured hippocampal neurons increased the density of
the synapses and the frequency of the mEPSCs, whereas the KD
of PTPRO expression in neurons resulted in a loss in the number of
synapses and reduced the frequencies of the mEPSCs and mIPSCs.
Because PTPRO is enriched in the postsynaptic site of excitatory
synapses, changes in inhibitory synapses could be due to homeo-
static mechanisms and whether PTPRO regulates the formation of
inhibitory synapses directly remains to be tested. Furthermore, the
synaptogenic effect is mediated by the cell-autonomous expression

Figure 2. PTPRO expressed in non-neural cells induces the formation of artificial synapses in a co-culture assay. A, Diagram of expression constructs for human PTPRO (hPTPRO) isoforms and
mutations. The longest of the PTPRO isoform (isoform 1) contains a single transmembrane domain (TMD, yellow) flanked by eight fibronectin repeat III domains (gray) in the extracellular region and
a phosphatase domain (green) in the cytoplasmic tail. B, Representative images of hippocampal neurons co-cultured with HEK 293T cells expressing FUGW-GFP together with hPTPRO isoforms 1– 4
or hPTPRO CTD or hPTPRO NTD, stained for synapsin 1. Scale bars, 20 �m. C, Representative images of hippocampal neurons co-cultured with HEK 293T cells expressing either an empty vector (control)
or a vector encoding hPTPRO stained for vGlut1 or GAD65. Scale bars, 20 �m. D, E, Summary graphs of the percentage of positive cells (CI values � 1 were defined as positive cells) and CI values of
positive cells from B and C; synapsin-positive cell of D, control: n � 0 cell of 169 cells/3 cultures; isoform 1: n � 11 cells of 204 cells/3 cultures; isoform 2: n � 9 cells of 183 cells/3 cultures; isoform
3: n � 0 cell of 212 cells/3 cultures; isoform 4: n � 0 cell of 225 cells/3 cultures; hPTPRO CTD: n � 8 cells of 176 cells/3 cultures; hPTPRO NTD: n � 0 cell of 230 cells/3 cultures; and E: vGlut1-positive
cell, control: n � 0 cell of 138 cells/3 cultures; PTPRO: n � 16 cells of 88 cells/3 cultures; GAD65-positive cell, control: n � 0 cell of 87 cells/3 cultures; PTPRO: n � 14 cells of 72 cells/3 cultures. For
all representative images, scale bars apply to all panels in a set. All summary graphs show the mean � SEM; statistical comparisons were made with Student’s t test (n.s., not significant).
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Figure 3. PTPRO is enriched in the brain and localized to the synapses. A, Summary graphs of the percentage of positive cells in hippocampal neurons co-cultured with HEK 293T cells expressing
FUGW-GFP together with control, type III RPTPs, type IIa RPTPs, or type IIb RPTPs stained for synapsin 1. B, RT-PCR analysis of PTPRO and type III RPTPs mRNA levels in C57BL/6J adult mice tissues,
including the heart, brain, liver, kidneys, and lungs. C, RT-PCR analysis of PTPRO mRNA levels in C57BL/6J adult mice brains, including the brainstem, cortex, hippocampus, olfactory bulb, and
cerebellum. D, RT-PCR quantitation of PTPRO mRNA levels in C57BL/6J mouse brains from P0 to P56. E, PTPRO expression levels in different brain regions. CBC, Cerebellar cortex; MD, mediodorsal
nucleus of the thalamus; STR, striatum; AMY, amygdala; HIP, hippocampus; NCX, neocortex. The expression levels of various proteins were calculated from the public data from the Human Brain
Transcriptome database. F, Western-blot detection of PTPRO (top) in postsynaptic and presynaptic fractions of the mouse brain, as well as the detection of synaptophysin (medium) and PSD95
(bottom) in these fractions as controls. G, H, Representative images of the double immunostaining of PTPRO and vGLUT1 (excitatory presynaptic marker) or the double immunostaining of PTPRO and
PSD95 (excitatory postsynaptic marker) in cultured hippocampal neurons. Scale bars: G, 20 �m (top), 1 �m (bottom); H, 5 �m (top), 1 �m (bottom). For all representative images, scale bars apply
to all panels in a set. All summary graphs show the mean � SEM.
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Figure 4. Overexpression of PTPRO increases the synapse density in cultured hippocampal neurons. A–C, Representative images of hippocampal neurons transfected with either an empty vector
(control) or a vector encoding PTPRO together with pFUGW-GFP at DIV 10 and analyzed with double immunofluorescence with antibodies to GFP and synapsin 1 (A) or vGLUT1 (B) or GAD-65 (c) at
DIV 14. Scale bars in A–C, 5 �m. D–F, Summary graphs of synapse density and cluster size in images in A–C. D: Synapsin: control: n � 28/3, PTPRO: n � 27/3; vGlut1: control: n � 20/3, PTPRO:
n � 26/3; GAD65: control: n � 24/3, PTPRO: n � 14/3. G, H, Representative traces (left) and summary graphs of the frequencies (center) and amplitudes (right) of mEPSCs (G) recorded in 1 �M TTX
and 0.1 mM PTX or mIPSCs (H ) recorded in 10 �M CNQX and 1 �M TTX. G: mEPSCs: control: n � 29/3, PTPRO: n � 30/3; H: mIPSCs: control: n � 33/3, PTPRO: n � 32/3. For all representative traces
and images, scale bars apply to all panels in a set. All summary graphs show the mean�SEM; statistical comparisons were made with Student’s t test (*p�0.05; ***p�0.001; n.s., not significant).
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Figure 5. KD of PTPRO by shRNA decreases the glutamatergic and GABAergic synaptic strength. A, Sequence of an shRNA against mouse PTPRO. B, Representative images of the protein levels of
PTPRO in transfected neurons (left) and quantitative graphs of relative protein levels (center) and relative mRNA levels (right). C–E, Representative images (left) and summary graphs (right) of
synapsin 1 (C), vGlut1 (D), or GAD65 (E) in neurons transfected with the control plasmid, or PTPRO KD construct, PTPRO KD construct together with human PTPRO (synapsin: control: n � 27/3,
PTPRO KD: n � 24/3, rescue: n � 21/3; vGlut1: control: n � 60/3, PTPRO KD: n � 70/3, rescue: n � 56/3; GAD65: control: n � 84/3, PTPRO KD: n � 78/3; rescue: n � 76/3). F, G, Representative
traces (left) and summary graphs of the frequencies (center) and amplitudes (right) of mEPSCs (F ) and mIPSCs (G). F, Control: n � 33/3, PTPRO KD: n � 14/3, and rescue: n � 17/3. G: Control: n �
23/3, PTPRO KD: n � 20/3, rescue: n � 15/3. For all representative traces and images, scale bars apply to all panels in a set. All summary graphs show the mean � SEM; statistical comparisons were
made with Student’s t test (*p � 0.05; **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.001; n.s., not significant).
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Figure 6. Expression of the extracellular region of PTPRO rescues the PTPRO KD-induced decrease in synaptic strength. A–C, Representative images (left) and summary graphs (right)
of synaptic signals of synapsin (A), vGlut1 (B), or GAD65 (C) in neurons transfected with the control plasmid, PTPRO KD construct, PTPRO KD construct together with full-length human PTPRO,
PTPRO KD construct together with the hPTPRO CTD construct, or PTPRO KD construct together with the hPTPRO NTD construct (synapsin: control: n � 16/3, PTPRO KD: n � 18/3, PTPRO KD � hPTPRO:
n � 19/3, PTPRO KD � hPTPRO CTD: n � 19/3, and PTPRO KD � hPTPRO NTD: n � 20/3; vGlut1: control: n � 20/3, PTPRO KD: n � 19/3, PTPRO KD � hPTPRO: n � 17/3, (Figure legend continues.)
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of PTPRO and the catalytic phosphatase domain of PTPRO is dis-
pensable for this activity. Our observations clearly demonstrate that
PTPRO is capable of facilitating forming synaptic connections with
presynaptic neurons in heterologous cells and cultured neurons.

PTPRO, also known as GLEPP1, was originally cloned from
rabbit kidney tissue in a search for podocyte-specific proteins
using an antibody strategy (Thomas et al., 1994). PTPRO ho-
mologs have been found in multiple species, including humans,
mice, rats (Tagawa et al., 1997), and chickens (Bodden and Bixby,
1996). PTPRO is a single-pass transmembrane protein with an
extracellular domain containing eight fibronectin type III-like
repeats and an intracellular PTPase domain (Thomas et al.,
1994). PTPRO-KO mice exhibit normal birth rates and gross
kidney and glomerular structures, but podocyte structures are
affected and the glomerular filtration rate is reduced (Wharram
et al., 2000).

PTPRO is enriched in the kidneys and the brain (Thomas et
al., 1994; Beltran et al., 2003; Kotani et al., 2010) and the present
data further demonstrate that PTPRO localizes to the postsynap-
tic sites of excitatory synapses (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the overex-
pression and KD experiments demonstrated the postsynaptic
function of PTPRO in synapse formation, reflected as changes in
the number of neuronal synapses and synaptic strength measured
using the electrophysiological method (Figs. 4, 5). This comple-
ments previous observations showing that PTPRO is involved in
axonogenesis in the nervous system. Axogenesis, also called axon
formation, requires the precise cooperation of multiple morpho-
gens and signaling pathways in the developing nerve system
(Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996; Zou and Lyuksyutova,
2007; Onishi et al., 2014; Thakar et al., 2017). Expression of
PTPRO mRNA in the brain reaches the maximum between 16 d
postcoitum and 3 d postpartum (Beltran et al., 2003), temporally
correlating with axonogenesis in the brain. Furthermore, mouse
PTPRO mRNA was found in tropomyosin-related kinase A
(TrkA)-positive and TrkC-positive neurons in dorsal root gan-
glion (DRG) (Beltran et al., 2003), supporting a possible role of
mPTPRO in neuronal differentiation and axonogenesis. In
PTPRO�/� mice, DRG neurons expressing the neuropeptide cal-
citonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) or TrkA receptors exhibit
progressive cell loss approaching the adult period. CGRP-positive
projections from the DRG to the dorsal horn exhibit abnormal
patterns in PTPRO�/� mice (Gonzalez-Brito and Bixby, 2009;
Tchetchelnitski et al., 2014), whereas the trigeminal ganglion
neurons in these animals show enhanced axonal outgrowth and
branching (Gatto et al., 2013). Therefore, PTPRO seems to par-
ticipate in the different stages of synapse development, including
neuronal differentiation, axonogenesis, and synapse formation,
in a neuron-specific and development-specific manner. There-
fore, due to the expression of PTPRO in the brain, especially the
hippocampus, together with its expression as early as E16 and its

role in development, it is important to determine the specific
synaptic role of PTPRO after knocking it down after embryonic
development.

We also demonstrated that the synaptogenic activity of
PTPRO is independent of the cytoplasmic tails (Figs. 2, 6). More-
over, the PTPRO extracellular domains (ECDs) are essential in
mediating the repulsive guidance signal for cultured retinal neu-
rons. The presence of the chicken PTPRO ECD in the supporting
matrix prevents neuronal adhesion and inhibits the growth of
neurites in culture. Acute treatment of developing neurons in
culture with PTPRO ECD collapses the growth cone in a con-
centration-dependent manner (Stepanek et al., 2001). However, the
cytoplasmic tail of PTPRO, which harbors the phosphatase domain,
seems to be important for axon growth and patterning. The cy-
toplasmic tail of PTPRO interacts with and dephosphorylates
several neuronal proteins, including EphA4 and EphB2 receptors
(Shintani et al., 2006) and neuronal pentraxin with the chromo
domain (NPCD) (Chen and Bixby, 2005a), a cytoplasmic protein
different from the classic neuronal pentraxins (Chen and Bixby,
2005b). Using the ephrin-A2-Fc stripe assay, Shintani et al.
(2006) reported that the phosphatase activity of PTPRO deter-
mines the sensitivity of developing axons to ephrins and thus
affects the pathfinding of retinal, nasal, and temporal axons. The
inactivation of PTPRO in an embryonic chick spinal cord using
shRNA specifically affects the outgrowth of a small subset of dor-
sal nerves in the limb (Stepanek et al., 2005). Therefore, PTPRO
mediates synaptogenesis and axon growth using distinct
domains.

In conclusion, the present data show that PTPRO promotes
synaptogenesis. Overexpression of PTPRO in neurons increases
the number of synapses and enhances the synaptic strength at the
excitatory synapses. KD of PTPRO in postsynaptic neurons ex-
hibits the opposite effect. The synaptogenic effect of PTPRO is
solely dependent on the extracellular domains. Recently, an asso-
ciation between three intronic PTPRO SNPs and memory status
in patients with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder has been re-
ported (LeBlanc et al., 2012; Hendriks and Pulido, 2013). Further-
more, PTPRO was reduced in patients with Galloway–Mowat
syndrome, a rare autosomal-recessive disorder characterized by
early-onset nephrotic syndrome and CNS anomalies (Roos et al.,
1987). This human clinical evidence suggests that variations in
PTPRO might be associated with neurodevelopment deficits,
which confer risk to these psychiatric illnesses. However, the syn-
aptic function of PTPRO in the CNS remains to be established.
The present findings identify PTPRO as a novel synaptic adhe-
sion molecule and suggest a plausible link between PTPRO and
neurodevelopment deficits such as schizophrenia.
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